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Prelude
The names in this essay’s sub-title sketch its outline. An image by Albrecht Dürer and a poem
by Seamus Heaney, essays by Eric Auerbach and Erwin Panofsky are new inclusions into a
rambling immersion into Heraclitus Heidegger Rilke and Hölderlin. The resulting octet gives
major solo roles to the new contributors while at the same time deepening the wonder at the
questions arising. The rst seven chapters and the late-added overture were each written as
stand-alone works and had breaks of time separating them. This new essay began before
Learning to Taste (Ch. 7) was completed. While completing Learning to Taste my thinking /
remembering took me back to the essay on Italo Calvino, the late-added overture. The
Calvino essay took me back to Albrecht Dürer and to my seeing Hieronymus’ bench again.
Readers of this latest essay will discover that its immersion in all of the artists, poets, thinkers
and scholars named assumes some familiarity with most if not all of the preceding chapters.

1. Called to Thinking
Once again the Unexpected. Uncanny tastes at home –– a wine, shot of espresso or meal
awakens questions. Most tastes do not. Connected to no obvious pleasure, these experiences
are manifestly different. Works of visual art and music have provided this infrequent
experience as well. I had looked at this celebrated engraving, read about it, then shared with
students explaining I was trying to understand it more fully. Why did it return, not as before, in
my head ... why now?
Saint Jerome in His Study / Der heilige Hieronymus im Gehäus1 1514 is one of A lbrecht
Dürer’s three master engravings2. Melencolia I became perplexing rst, and in an entirely
normal manner. Reading about it led me to Hieronymus but not with enigmatic intensity...
initially. The Metropolitan Museum of Art gives a possible explanation,
Of Dürer's three technically brilliant Meisterstiche (master engravings) of 1513 and
1514, this is the one whose interpretation seems the most straightforward. Saint
Jerome, translator of the Bible into Latin (the Vulgate) and thus the exemplar of the
Christian scholar, is seated in a typical study of Dürer's day. He works peacefully at a
slanted writing table, and his lion and dog slumber equally peacefully in the
foreground. The light of his halo and the sunlight pouring in through the windows are

1

A high-quality digital reproduction is available in the public domain at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York website: https:// www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/336229.
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Along with Knight, Death, and the Devil 1513 and Melencolia I 1514 (also available at the above website).
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in perfect equilibrium, and recurrent horizontals in the composition add to the
pervasive sense of repose and harmony.
Straightforward. Very likely. Unexpected uncanniness in Hieronymus im Gehäus became an
opening. This was not the rst artist image to linger my head, insistently. An early still life of
Cézanne3 viewed in at the Musée d’Orsay became my computer desktop, not as decoration
but because I needed to look at it again and then again. Thirty years earlier in a different
museum in Paris I had looked at that painting.. Michelangelo’s un nished statues in Florence’s
Academia Gallery likewise stubbornly lingered –– unlike most sculptures, even others of
Michelangelo. A few wines have done the same and, like artistic images, have been
experienced straight-forwardly long before returning full of perplexity. These not readily
explained experiences invite attention. Uncovering what is hidden in these summons takes
time. An artist friend mentioned recently that because he could do them too easily, too
quickly, he stopped painting landscapes. “I want to work on paintings that take a long time.” I
recognize the feeling from the inside.
Translating the Bible into Latin, Saint Jerome4, worked on a project that took a long time.
Rather than basing his translation on the Septuagint, an available Greek translation of the
Hebrew Bible, his was derived from an older, Hebrew text that took longer for him to read.
This Christian scholar works peacefully in a typical study of Dürer’s day; that is, ca. 1100 years
after Hieronymus sat in his study. Pervasive repose and harmony are distinctly present in
Dürer’s Hieronymus im Gehäus. Calling the work by the older name Dürer gave it arises from
my questions –– is the interpretation of the engraving as straightforward reinforced by the
familiarity of the more modern name Jerome? The image lingering so long for me suggests
questions still not yet grasped.
References in the synopsis to “perfect equilibrium” and “recurrent horizontals” echo the
seminal scholarly text of our era on Dürer, The Life and Art of Albrecht Dürer by Erwin
Panofsky5. Wanting to study Dürer’s Melencolia I Panofsky was the place to begin. Therein
also began my initial attention to Saint Jerome in His Study. Panofsky’s Christian scholar and
thinker, St. Jerome, lives in seclusion in his warm, light and well-ordered study. We see him in
a cell in a cloister (Klosterzelle) adjacent to a cell for another scholar His neatly arranged room
contains the small comforts of his devout and scholarly life in addition to the necessities.
Panofsky contrasts this St. Jerome to Dürer’s contemporary Lucas Cranach the elder’s Cardinal

3

He called himself Eusebius Sophronius Hieronymus.

5

Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1955.
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Nature morte à la bouilloire 1867-69. Image available here: https://www.musee-orsay.fr/en/artworks/naturemorte-la-bouilloire-1467.

Albrecht of Brandenburg as Saint Jerome6 1526. Cranach’s painting depicts a life of luxury
that destroys for Panofsky the atmosphere of Dürer’s original. Untranslatable German words,
gemütlich and stimmungsvoll give Panofsky a more adequate interpretation of the cozy, snug,
intimate protectedness of Hieronymus’ space.
Cozy, snug, intimate protectedness do not suf ciently grasp the truth of the spiritual climate
presented in Dürer’s masterpiece, for Panofsky. The lion and the dog at the entry to the study
peacefully protect Hieronymus from intrusion from the outside world. Seated in the back of
the space behind his table with his writing desk on top, he is remote and at peace – alone
with his thinking and his writing. As an art history scholar, Panofsky understood that creating
Hieronymus’ cell as that place of enchanted beatitude required Dürer to do more than collect
the necessary and suf cient tools. Dürer used exact mathematical correctness to represent
the space on a two-dimensional piece of paper –– short perspective distance, the low horizon
at the eye level of Hieronymus (= recurrent horizontals) and an eccentric vanishing point to
the extreme right. All three are experienced visually by Panofsky, a master observer of works
of art, to intensify the feeling of intimacy.
The viewer of the image experiences that feeling of intimacy, the effects of these artist
methods. As viewers / observers we stand immediately at the threshold to the study, and, we
are not noticed by Hieronymus. We are not intruding on his seclusion. We could be a friend
respecting the solitude of a colleague at work. This engraving is smaller than 10 in. x 8 in. One
must stand close to it and be there alone rather than in a group. The viewer is given the sense
of being in front of an actual private cell rather than a created scene. Here too we have the
insights of an art history scholar describing the viewers’ experience.
I was asked, years ago, by an artist friend who wanted to work on painting portraits to sit for
her. In a comfortable chair in her studio I read a book (by Martin Heidegger) I was studying at
the time. My experience returns now in the midst of looking so carefully at Dürer’s engraving.
I was a great “model” she told me because I became so engrossed in my reading I completely
forgot she was there in her studio painting. I did not intrude on her private space where she
was alone with her painting. Models, she noted, typically establish intrusive eye contact
disrupting the painter’s solitude. This memory suggests that while Panofsky is correct in his
analysis of the viewer experience, it may not be the experience of the onlooker captured by
Dürer. Did Dürer capture, instead, the experience of Hieronymus at work in his study ––
captured, in other words, the secluded protectedness of a thinker and writer? The work of the
portrait painter did not intrude upon my reading.
On the partition behind Hieronymus, separating his cell from the adjacent one, a row of pegs
holds some of those small comforts of his secluded life. There is a broad-brimmed hat for
walks outside in the sunshine. And an hour-glass (Stunderglas). A commentator suggested
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One version is at the Ringling Museum in Sarasota. See: http://ringlingdocents.org/albrecht.htm
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that in the quietness of this space one can hear the trickle of the sand in the Stundenglas.
Although the comment is understandable, it does not apply to Hieronymus immersed in his
thought. Hieronymus’ experience does not include paying attention to time. Sitting in that
studio reading What Is Called Thinking? I was not aware of time. It is easy for me to imagine
Hieronymus turning around, looking at his Stunderglas and saying to himself that it is time to
get up, put on his hat and enjoy a walk in the sunlight outside the window. Noticing the sound
of the sand would be the experience of someone distracted, bored with the work at hand.

2. Welcoming Mystery
Panofsky’s analysis of the positions of the things collected in Hieronymus’ room takes us
further on our path. Each thing has its proper place. Each is also placed, conspicuously,
according to exact mathematical principles. Hieronymus’ table is placed frontally, on a
Cartesian X, Y coordinate system visible on the oor in the shadows of the table and the
window-seat. This placement of a table is very normal. His lion and dog sleep arranged on
that grid. The books and cushions on the window-seat are on the same grid. One slipper
below the window-seat is aligned on the same grid and the other is likewise at a forty- ve
degree angle to that grid. The slippers are not located as if one had casually slipped them off.
The bench to Hieronymus’ left is also at forty- ve degrees to the picture plane. The pervasive
exactness of the geometry in the image comes from a different relationship to the world from
the peaceful, intimate spiritual climate noted rst. Dürer achieves his profound depiction of
spiritual freedom for thinking with a mathematical preciseness that does not have the
character of openness. How Dürer’s method of exactness presenting openness has persisted
as a compelling mystery for me since rst reading Panofsky.
Mathematics does have mystery. A relevant example in relation to Hieronymus im Gehäus is
the diagonal of a square, a line that is, like the bench and that one slipper, at forty- ve
degrees to the corners of the square it bisects. That diagonal has a length that cannot be
measured with exactness. Mathematicians call that diagonal incommensurate. Dürer used a
distinct word to name the place where we nd Hieronymus, Gehäus. Gehäus is an older word
for Haus / house. The engraving dates from 500 years ago –– an earlier word appropriate for a
space from an earlier time. The German words Haus and Heim echo in English house and
home. The German word Geheimnis / literally “something about home” means mystery or
secret. And the German word unheimlich / “not like home”means uncanny. Home does not
share these connections to mystery in English.
The stubborn, current persisting of Dürer’s Hieronymus im Gehäus in my head began
unexpectedly. I had returned7 to a woodcut print by Dürer, Draughtsman Making a
To an essay, Calvino’s Mr. Palomar that, rst appeared in The Dalhousie Review in 1996 and is now available
online in Wine Odyssey: Tasting Dwelling Learning at the Kitchen Table. See: https://
corescholar.libraries.wright.edu/wine_journey/8/.
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Perspective Drawing of a Reclining Woman, from his Treatise on Measurement, ca. 1525.
Examining that print had led me to Panofsky and Melencolia I and then Hieronymus im
Gehäus. The theme of the woodcut is the exact, mathematically correct, perspective drawing
that Dürer had travelled to Bologna to learn. Shen drawing Melencolia I and Hieronymus im
Gehäus in 1514 Dürer drew correctly in foreshortened perspective intuitively –– visually
inspecting drawings of his own and others. In Bologna he learned the mathematics
underlying the process. The woodcut print in the Treatise on Measurement shows a Cartesian
X.Y,Z grid. A “window” between the artist and the model has an X,Y grid of wires and the
paper (in the X.Z plane) on which the artist draws has a corresponding grid of squares.
Looking now at Hieronymus im Gehäus the mystery of an exact mathematical method not
commensurate with the spiritual climate achieved calls for a different kind of inspection. The
straightforward is opening for us a connection to the incommensurate. The lion and the dog
slumber peacefully in the foreground. Is this peacefulness perhaps itself foreground, what is
intentionally to be initially seen? Hieronymus works peacefully at his desk. He lives in
seclusion, in a cell with light and orderliness. He is protected from intrusion. Hieronymus is
alone with his thinking and his writing. Panofsky calls the spiritual climate enchanted
beatitude. This enchanted beatitude is experienced by Hieronymus immersed in his work.
The observer who does not disturb him while passing-by recognizes the qualities discussed
so far. Dürer presents this foreground perfectly. But it is certainly only foreground. He has also
opened a path for us beyond that foreground.
Looking at the etching carefully, we see two cushions on the window-seat, a cushion on the
bench and the cushion Hieronymus sits on. One cushion on the window-seat is likely to be
used by Hieronymus himself. Its small size suggests brief use. The cushion on which he sits at
his desk is large as would suggest extended daily use. The large cushion on the bench
welcomes a visitor. That visitor would have comfort very similar to the comfort Hieronymus
has provided for himself. There is, clearly, neither complete seclusion or quiet.
Another detail also speaks in distinction from the transparent foreground. Hieronymus is
intense; he leans over to his desk. He does not notice any observer looking in. He is not
writing. He is there, by himself, thinking. If we are to try to understand the enchanted
beatitude of his experience it seems clear that we have to sit down on his bench, alone. So far
in this story I have been focusing on the foreground of observations about Hieronymus he as
he sits on his bench behind the desk. Why am I captivated by this etching? I am here sitting in
my house in my own Gehäus / study, likewise alone. It is quiet. Light comes in through a
window to my right. I sit at an old oak university professor’s desk with my iMac on top.
Sometimes I lean forward to look at a digital copy of Hieronymus im Gehäus; sometimes I am
writing or editing this essay. The most important experience that occurs here is when I am
thinking.

fi

Panofsky was the rst to sit on my visitor’s bench on its welcoming cushion. I listened intensely
to Panofsky’s description of Hieronymus im Gehäus, re-reading it several times taking notes.

The beginning, however, was my own question – why is Dürer’s etching present on my bench?
I did not intentionally put it there. Looking at Dürer’s masterpiece placed “on that same
bench” where I can be alone with it undisturbed, as long as I need, as frequently as I need has
become welcomed. That need is daily. The incommensurate words of Panofsky and the
incommensurate image of Dürer present to me Geheimnis / mystery with which I now linger,
inspecting the questions that come to presence.

3. Visitors of One’s Own
Panofsky inspects a world of visual images. The representation of space in those images has
two modes – the artistic and the Cartesian. Two different, coherent accounts of space are
brought together by Dürer in Hieronymus im Gehäus. Erich Auerbach, a contemporary of
Panofsky, in his masterpiece Mimesis, devoted himself to a complementary analysis. Sitting at
my desk listening to Panofsky my own remembering returned me to an earlier essay8 and to
re-reading Auerbach. Panofsky studied visual art; Auerbach studied literature. The opening
chapter in Mimesis, Odysseus’ Scar, presents Auerbach’s starting point for Investigating the
literary representation of reality in western culture –– his odyssey. The connections between
our culture’s visual and literary representations of reality take us further on this odyssey.
Odysseus’ Scar compares the story of the recognition of Odysseus on his return home to
Ithaca to the story of Abraham and Issac. The narration of the recognition is interrupted at the
dramatic moment Euryclea recognizes the stranger whose feet she is washing is Odysseus.
Having taken care of him as a child she knew the scar on his thigh came from a boyhood
accident while hunting with his grandfather. Forty verses9 narrate the lead up to recognition –
then seventy verses of the earlier story interrupt – followed by forty more completing the
recognition story. Both narratives are pure Homeric style. The interrupting narration is
essential because in Homeric style nothing mentioned may be left in half-darkness, nothing
may remain unexplained. All the details of the hunting accident are carefully presented – they
are externalized, brought into the foreground. The calm narration of the accident also buffers
the tension of the recognition scene. Through transparency and completeness epic narrative
seeks to win the reader over entirely to itself as narrative. Listening to Homer tell his story we
become engrossed in the telling of the story. Auerbach, the classical philologist, observes
that Homeric language uses perfect logical and grammatical correctness even when the
speaker is expressing anger or scorn. Clarity pervades both story detail and spoken
language.

The Faithfulness to the Earth of Nikos Kazantzakis’ Odysseus, The Dalhousie Review 65:4 (Winter, 1985-86):
493-509. Originally La delidad a la tierra en el Odiseo de Nikos Kazantzakis, [trans., H. Lowick-Russell]. Bizantion
Nea Hellas 78 (1985): 35-56.
8

The Odyssey consists of 33,33 verses.
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Everything is different in the Torah narrative. We are not told where Abraham is nor what he
was doing when God calls to him. God tells Abraham to take his only son “whom thou lovest”
– yet when Issac asks about the ram Abraham answers enigmatically that God will provide the
sheep for the sacri ce. In place of Homeric clarity we now have obscurity and suspense.
Everything of importance is in the background. The essential details are expressed in the
most minimal way in the Abraham and Issac story. The Homeric narrative is far more
elaborately developed than the Abrahamic in both what it describes and in the language
used. The Homeric description of human beings, at the same time, is distinctively simplistic in
contrast to the Abrahamic. The Homeric representation is rooted in a delight in physical
existence and it seeks to make that delight perceptible to us as listeners. Homer wants us to
see the scar on Odysseus’ thigh and be jolted by that seeing into understanding. He wants us
to hear the foot of Odysseus splash water out of the basin when startled Euryclea lets his foot
drop. The primary concern of the Torah narration is representation of moral, religious and
psychological phenomena rather than delight in physical existence.
Hieronymus im Gehäus has two ways of looking at the physical world – the Cartesian and the
artistic. Dürer’s profundity lies in using Cartesian-mathematical transparency not as Homer
does to charm the senses but rather to open a path to the spiritual. Dürer leads us to the
unseen, mysterious, to the world of obscurity, to the suspense of the unexpected. The
Homeric and the Cartesian give complementary representations of reality. The Cartesian grid
the Homeric narrative represent reality with clarity and exactness of the purest kind.
It is not dif cult to nd in Dürer’s drawing of Hieronympus a clarity comparable to the
Homeric and the Cartesian. Dürer’s name for the place, Gehäus / house brings from memory
Hegel’s comment10 that what makes us at home / heimatlich with the ancient Greeks is that
they made their world their home. The Greeks through Homer represented reality as a place
having such complete transparency that in it they could feel safe, calm, at peace. One can nd
delight in physical existence and in the transparent clarity of Homeric and Cartesian
narrations about reality. We are at home, we nd safety and peace and calm with those
narratives.
When we look at Dürer’s drawing again, as I have been welcomed to do, Hieronymus im
Gehäus can let us see him there in his study translating the story of Abraham and Issac. While
the foreground is certainly peaceful we have to imagine him considering the profound
mysteries of that story. Certainly Søren Kierkegaard did so in Fear and Trembling / Frygt og

Lectures on the History of Philosophy, Greek Philosophy, Introduction, “Was aber uns heimatlich bei den
Griechen macht...daß sie ihre Welt sich zur Heimat gemacht...”
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Bæven11 where the Abraham and Issac story connects us to Angst /Anxiety rather than to
Hegel’s being contented with ourselves (zufrieden in sich) at home.
To follow the path opened for us by Dürer a crucial step is needed. When I look at
Hieronymus sitting there thinking not writing – I see this through my own experience of sitting
at my desk in my Gehäus. I do not know what Hieronymus was thinking about, what mystery
was perplexing him. This essay started with me perplexed with my current experience with
Dürer’s image. I have found my way now a few steps further to understand that my own
perplexities connected me to Hieronymus. It was not to his concern about a biblical passage.
Panofsky was perplexed by how artists represent reality in the visual images they create.
Auerbach was perplexed by how writers, poets represent reality in the texts they create. I sit at
Hieronymus’ desk as my own and am perplexed by what remains hidden in aesthetic,
ontological and intellectual phenomena. I do not know what Dürer felt or thought when he
made this etching. He invites us, he welcomes each of us certainly to be the quiet nonobtrusive observer. Dürer also invites those inclined to sit there in Hieronymus’ place. We are
not expected to grasp and even less to grapple with Dürer’s perplexities nor with those of
Hieronymus. We are free to sit in peace and grasp reality as we can.

4. The Incommensurate Dionysian
Some texts, like images or songs, stay with us. Hegel’s comment on why we feel so connected
to ancient Greeks is one. It was not my choice or plan to remember, it simply remains, or not
so simply. Another remembered text –– from the Poem of Parmenides of Elea12
...It is the same to me
from what place I should begin,
for to that place I shall come back again.13
Odysseus wanted to return home. To a place that, perhaps, can have a mysterious (and not so
mysterious) manner of making us feel safe, comfortable. Parmenides is talking about his
intellectual, philosophical odyssey. The circle he describes resonates with me more clearly
now than expected. Preparing for an anticipated career in law not philosophy, a text of Plato14
turned me on to a path I had never considered. Plato and Parmenides share elements in their
Kierkegaard’s title is thought by some to be a reference to Philippians 2:12 and Psalms 55:5 which Hieronymus
was translating. In both passages Angst / Anxiety is experienced by the believer in doubt.
11

12

Early 5th century BCE

13

Early Greek Thinking, trans. John Burnet, (Adam and Charles Black, London, 1892). translation edited.

14

Republic III 405a

narratives about reality. The place from which I authentically began was welcoming Nietzsche
to sit on the bench in my studio. Looking at Hieronymus im Gehäus now, I recognize that I
have come back to that place where I began.
Nietzsche’s Birth of Tragedy out of the Spirit of Music opens with a distinction not unlike the
foreground / background of Auerbach,

We shall have won much for the science of aesthetics, once we have come, not only to
logical insight, but also to immediate certainty through perception that the continuous
development of art is bound up with the duality of the Apollinian and Dionysian... 15
A fundamental advancement in understanding reality comes, Nietzsche grasped, through
aesthetic experience. Looking at Dürer’s Hieronymus im Gehäus, we can add this different
kind of understanding, a certainty apprehended directly in perception, to the logical
apprehension of the calm, peaceful clarity of that space. The image –– without words ––
straightforwardly gives us understanding that has great clarity. That understanding is
analogous to the one produced by Homeric narrative with its completeness. Different from
that understanding is second about what is not transparent, about the Abrahamic
background expressed in narratives permeated with mystery that has no completeness.
Nietzsche was looking at, watching performances of Attic Tragedy in modern re-productions
not dis-similar from Dürer’s re-produced picture (almost 1100 years later) of Hieronymus in his
Gehäus. In those theatrical performances Nietzsche perceived that the Apollinian narratives
and actions of Antigone or of Oedipus on the stage arise from an imageless world of music.
Nietzsche heard Dionysian music and understood from that perception by itself that there
was a different background already present out of which the foreground on the stage came
to presence. Looking at Hieronymus im Gehäus, now. my own un-mediated, direct perception
sees a thinker completely engrossed by what is not understood. I do not see the spectator’s
view of Hieronymus.
When I rst read this passage in The Birth of Tragedy it was clear to me I did not understand
what Nietzsche meant about the Dionysian origins of tragedy. I did understand the passage
in Plato that invited me to turn to philosophy. I approached the passage of Nietzsche from the
familiar path of logical insight. I expected that with serious effort I could unravel the mystery
the passage presented to me much in the same way I had become, with work, pro cient in
DesCartes’ analytic geometry using that X, Y, Z grid. Another text of Plato I read was his Meno.
Socrates asks a person with no previous instruction in math how to make a square twice as
large as the original. In asking the question Socrates already knew the answer. The rst
15

18 Wir werden viel für die ästhetische Wissenschaft gewonnen haben, wenn wir nicht nur zur logischen Einsicht,
sondern zur unmittelbaren Sicherheit der Anschauung gekommen sind, dass die Fortentwickelung der Kunst an
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die Duplicität des Apollinischen und des Dionysischen gebunden ist. Nietzsche KSA 1, p. 25. My translation.

answer given was to double the side of the square. Quickly led to understand doubling
produces a square four times as large, the person proposes secondly using a line half again
as long as the original. Realizing that solution is also incorrect the person becomes perplexed
and has no further proposed solution. Socrates then points out the line “clever people” call
the diagonal of the original square. In a few more steps the person questioned understands
that building a square on the diagonal of the original produces the desired square twice the
size of the original. The person Socrates questions goes from believing he knows the answer,
twice, to complete lack of knowledge. Then he learns the correct answer and understands on
his own that it is correct. This narrative is a more advanced form of the Homeric narrative.
Both produce a clarity and completeness that are as straightforward as Hieronymus im
Gehäus is thought by many to be. I thought I would nd a straightforward complete
understanding of the Dionysian origins of tragedy.
My belief that I would nd a clear understanding of the Dionysian, eventually, was
comparable to Socrates’ interlocutor believing he knew the answer. Nietzsche’s text suggests
a different path. He is clear in saying a different kind of knowing is needed in addition to
Homeric-Parmenidean-Socratic logical insight. They agree that clarity about reality is possible
and can be found. This agreement that it is possible to nd clarity is why Hegel says we are at
home with the ancient Greeks. Nietzsche, a classical philologist, does not deny that clarity can
be found. He does nevertheless insist that a different kind of knowing is necessary for a more
adequate grasp of reality. What is to be gained in welcoming Nietzsche to my Gehäus?

5. All woods lure a rambler onward.16
Having come around full circle to where I began left me quite unsure what the next step
should be. Retrace the original path now informed by the long adventure? Follow it in reverse
? A text unlike Parmenides’ –– Martin Heidegger ‘s rst book published after WWII, Holzwege.
has this epigraph,
Wood [Holz] is an old name for a forest [Wald]. In a wood are paths [Wege] that in
many cases, unexpectedly discontinue, not rambling farther. They are called woodpaths [Holzwege].
Each runs its own way though in the same forest. Often it seems
one is indistinguishable from another. But it only seems so. Woodcutters [Holzmacher]
and forest caretakers [Waldhüter] recognize the paths. They know what it means “to be
on a Holzweg”.
The old German word Holz is related to the old English Holt, wood (found in Beowulf). WoodHolz-Holt names a collection of trees – fewer than in a forest – but similarly growing together
thickly, naturally. In a wood one nds paths intersecting, without destinations marked, where a
choice must be made. Or, we are in a spot where no path at all can be seen. This feeling lost is
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1892 R. L. Stevenson Across Plains (quoted in Oxford English Dictionary (online).
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called being “in a wood”. Woodcutters make wood- paths Germans call a Holzweg, “a path
that leads nowhere”. A path to a destination — the yellow spring or the foot-bridge — looks no
different from a wood-path to where the latest tree was removed. Holz - Holt are old words
like Gehäus and also like it, share multiple meanings more different from than similar to each
other. A Waldhüter lives in a Hüt / hut. in a wood or forest. Hut in German also means hat, a
thing that protects the head. Taking care of a forest is understood to be essential by both
Waldhüter and Holzmacher. They easily recognize each kind of path in the wood they
protect. The protected and safe and the mysterious and the unexpected are together in both
Dürer’s Gehäus and Heidegger’s Holz.
Unexpected adventure [a wood] lures the thinker-rambler onward. Hieronymus in Dürer’s
representation of the thinker-rambler sits in his Gehäus in a wood, not writing, absorbed in
dwelling upon a mystery. I see that dwelling in the image because of my own experience of
dwelling. Hieronymus im Gehäus came into presence for me and remains, luring me onward
by its uncanny dwelling with me. A university colleague pointed out me to a passage from the
Nobel Lecture of Iosif Aleksandrovich Brodsky17. I had to invite him to come to my bench and
talk about Rainer Maria Rilke. At the beginning of the Nobel Lecture Brodsky said,
If art teaches anything (to the artist, in the rst place), it is the privateness of the human
condition. Being the most ancient as well as the most literal form of private enterprise,
it fosters in us, knowingly or unwittingly, a sense of our uniqueness, of individuality, of
separateness – thus turning us from a social animal into an autonomous “I”. Lots of
things can be shared: a bed, a piece of bread, convictions, a lover, but not a poem by,
say, Rainer Maria Rilke. A work of art, of literature especially, and a poem in particular,
addresses each of us tête-à-tête, entering with us into direct – free of any go-between
relations.
... It is in acquiring this “uncommon visage” that the meaning of human existence
seems to lie, since for this uncommonness we are, as it were, prepared genetically.18
Reading Rilke’s Duino Elegies and Sonnets to Orpheus as intently as Hieronymus –– alone, lost
in that wood I found Brodsky’s text. The experience of privateness, separateness, individuality
while reading Rilke can be recognized in a direct manner as a Waldhüter recognizes a path in
the wood. What let me connect to Rilke directly was my uncommon experience with taste and
wine. It was not any experience of Rilke’s with wine or taste. Nor was it my experience of
Rilke’s connection to trees (so different from Heidegger’s connection to them). I did not study
taste or wine in order to understand them. Brodsky says I was prepared for their uncanniness
genetically. My immersion in taste is, to me, a gift. I have cultivated that gift ever since I

Iosif Aleksandrovich Brodsky (1940-96) was a Russian Jew from Leningrad-St. Petersburg who, like Panofsky and
Auerbach had to ee his homeland to escape persecution.
17

See https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/literature/1987/brodsky/lecture/ .
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recognized its presence. Hieronymus’ gift was translation – old words –– Christian Greek and
Hebrew –– into newer Latin words.
When Dürer’s Hieronymus im Gehäus affected me in the same way the taste of those few
wines had, the experience was unexpected and mysterious in its own way. That early Cézanne
still life had done it too. Their connection is being in a wood. being on a Holzweg, being lost.
And, we are alone when we have this experience of being lost. Normally we are not lost with
tastes or images. We are normally on a path to some destination –– that yellow spring we like
to visit. Even if we take the wrong path and end up on a path that has ended and not brought
us to the yellow spring we can simply re-trace our steps. If we have wandered away from the
path we were on –– in a Homeric 70 line interruption –– we can nd it again and eventually
arrive at the spring. The Homeric representation of reality, the Platonic, Parmenidean and the
Cartesian all are commensurate with this understanding of reality as transparent. Looking at
Hieronymus in his cell, at his desk one feels comforted that we can reach our destination even
if we get off the correct path.
But we seem to be elsewhere. Brodsky speaks of an “uncommon visage” by which one can,
alone, see the meaning of human existence. And we cannot share that seeing with anyone.
We were not told where Abraham was when God spoke to him. He too was alone. Alone and
lost and lured further by mystery. He knew no better than Issac where the sacri cial lamb was.
I have the experience, in the never-expected moments when it arises, most frequently with a
wine, a painting or drawing or a piece of music. And in each there is the pure sense
experience of taste or seeing or hearing. These connections to taste, vision, hearing are
surprising gifts and never intentionally sought outcomes. My normal relation to all three is
following paths known through remembered past experience. Homer calls upon the muse
Calliope, daughter of Zeus and Mnemosyne [memory] and mother of Orpheus, to inspire him
to be able to tell Odysseus’ story. These abilities to experience and to tell come to us when
they do with the help of others.

6. El gusto es mio.
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In the post-Sputnik enthusiasm to reform American education we (8th-graders, 1961) were
suddenly beginning to learn Spanish, not a selected group, all of us. A select group skipped
over a year in math. We memorized very simple dialogues between students our age in
Spain. Introduced to each other they say, “Con mucho gusto” / “El gusto es mio.” The pleasure
is mine in today’s student speech sounds too formal and even sounded so then. Sixty-one
years later the phrase returns as I become acquainted with Hieronymus. The pleasure is
indeed mine. And it is different in being more deeply an experience of self-consciousness.
Meeting Hieronymous brings added clarity to me about who I am. The pleasure that is mine is
the pleasure of my life as a thinker. This is pleasure of thinking about the most abstract
questions. I may well be a colleague of Hieronymous in the cell on the other side of the
partition behind him.

Sitting here at my desk, alone in my Gehäus, above my desk is the portrait my friend did years
ago. She saw me completely immersed in my reading. The physical intensity in how I hold
Heidegger’s What Is Called Thinking? [Was Heißt Denken?] is graphically present in the
image. That reading made me feel quite lost –– in a wood. I did not even try to explain my
experience to her. Now, after having Dürer’s Hieronymus invite me to come sit on his bench
and talk with him I am becoming more fully able to understand the experience sitting there
reading long ago. I was not trying to take notes. And –– I did not stop reading. I rambled
farther in that wood. At any point where some understanding arose there was pleasure. That
pleasure lured me farther.
Reading What Is Called Thinking? while a model for a portrait was not the rst reading. In a
graduate school course on Heidegger’s later writings it was even more an experience of
being lost. In Being and Time Heidegger named the question that was the center of all his
thinking the Question of Being [Seinsfrage]. He decided to approach this question in Being
and Time through an existential analysis of Dasein. That is, through an analysis of the being
for whom its Being is a question –– the being that we are, named Dasein. He also suggested
one could approach the Seinsfrage through any Being. Heidegger’s subsequent fascination
with Holzwege, and speci cally on being lost in a wood invites us to look at the Being of
being lost.19 My being has had repeated experiences of being lost.
Immersed in writing of my new friendship with Dürer’s Hieronymus the taste of a 2018 Marcel
Deiss Pinot Gris and, a few days later, of a 2013 Domaine Philippe & Vincent Jaboulet CrozesHermitage became the latest wines to give me a new opening for learning. I did not expect
this from either. Each came from the cellar, chosen to accompany a simple evening meal. The
Deiss Alsatian was an excellent pairing with kale salad and the Northern Rhône from P & V
Jaboulet had the expected taste harmony with grilled lamb. The pleasures were mine (and
my wife’s). Others may prefer different wines with those meals. Pleasure and the associated
variants of pleasure occur in human experience every day. The pleasures of taste that are
mine distinguish my being in clear ways.
These everyday wines put me on an unexpected path as have only a very few others. I began
writing about this wine odyssey thinking what distinguished these wines was their aesthetic
quality. They were ne wines, wines of Beauty, wines of Contemplation. As the odyssey goes
farther it is becoming clear, slowly, that the origin of my repeated attentiveness, what lured
me farther was different from aesthetics alone. In Odysseus’ Scar Euryclea has great pleasure
in recognizing that the feet she is washing are those of the beloved child she once cared for.
Homer’s vivid telling of the story allows us to feel some of that pleasure of recognition. Eric
Auerbach experienced pleasure in recognizing the fundamental differences in the
Being and Time with its analysis of Dasein was rst published in 1928. Holzwege, a collection of essays written
between 1936-46, rst appeared in 1950
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representations of reality in the writings of Homer and the Torah. Erwin Panofsky found great
pleasure in recognizing the mysterious combination of Cartesian spatial exactness and the
openness in Dürer’s Hieronymus im Gehäus. The experience with these latest two wines ––
their presence being separate from, outside the everyday pleasures I have with the taste of
wines –– seemed unrelated events. The only connection one might point out is their
unexpectedness. The experience with this Alsatian white and this Northern Rhône red were
far more different from each other than similar. And, as noted above, they share their
unexpectedness with a few, rare experiences with works of visual art or classical music. My
visual art experiences of mystery in looking at Hieronymus im Gehäus and at Cézanne’s
Nature morte à la bouilloire were unexpected and also more different than similar.
Have I become lost once again? Heidegger noted one path in a Holtz / Holt often seems
indistinguishable from another –– but only seems indistinguishable. Perhaps like a
Woodcutter [Holzmacher] or a forest caretaker [Waldhüter] I recognize the path to be taken.
The taste experience of those two recent wines and all the previous taste experiences of this
unusual kind are indeed different from each other as taste experiences. To try to connect
them, to consider them as a path to follow is, as Heidegger notes, recognized by one who
dwells in a hut in a wood –– a Holtz-hütter –– as a path that does not lead anywhere. When we
recognize that the path de ned by taste as taste is not the one to pursue we can look for a
different path. We are allowed to think about Taste in a more fundamental way. The wood
entered where we thought we had become lost is a different wood. It is the wood of the
Question of Being / Seinsfrage. It is much larger and properly called a forest / Wald. A place
for a Waldhüter.
A dweller in this vast forest recognizes very soon that one cannot learn it completely, perhaps
ever. Heidegger thought he should try to remember the the Question of Being through the
existential analysis of the beings for whom Being is a question. The origin of this project arises
from the word question. What I see in Dürer’s Hieronymus is one immersed in a single
question –– not the whole Bible. He knows he does not know the answer and indeed, as
Heidegger, perhaps, even the question. There is not one question but rather, many questions
here, Seinsfragen, many Questions of Being. One has to start somewhere. And the place turns
out to be right there where one is. Rilke gives us guidance.
Die Versunkenen suchen
immer noch Erde. Ihr Kinder, ein hiesig einmal ergriffenes Ding gälte für viele.
Searchers are always seeking
earth. Children, one thing,
present, grasped for once, is worth countless20.

Duino Elegy 7 § 4 my translation
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That one thing, right here for me is the mystery of those recent wines. Or, it is wondering why
Dürer’s already known image became so thoroughly enigmatic. The writing I have been
immersed in recently has returned me to writing 50 years ago and to projects in between.
They share the now-becoming-grasped character of my own search for earth / Erde, as Rilke
calls it –– the search for my own grounding. In every case it begins as the mystery of one thing
very clearly not grasped. In the early experiences of being lost, of being in a wood the
possibility of nding one’s way out of that place encourages my efforts. Slowly, understanding
comes. Now the recurrence of feeling lost allows the recognition of a different path to follow.
The straightforward way to have made sense of these experiences would have been to
dismiss them as aberrations, insigni cant idiosyncratic moments. They do not connect to
systems of understanding such as a Cartesian X, Y, Z grid open to the inspection of everyone.
The peacefulness of Hieronymus in his cell was also open to universal inspection. Both are
foreground. My own grounding lies in dwelling with questions.

7. Old Words Old Men
I met recently to talk about art with the painter whose works are on the front pages of Chs. 1
and 3, the painter whose work is on the front page of Ch. 6 and who did my portrait
discussed above and the printmaker whose work is on the front page of Ch. 7. In the current
studio of my portrait painter we looked at her latest studies of color. Well into the
conversations the printmaker described the origin of his work as making marks that are lines
in contrast to the painters whose marks are of color. He had said that before, often, yet in this
moment the phrase instantly had a different, richer meaning. To myself in my head I said
softly, “I make marks too!” Startled, I later connected this unexpected recognition to Dürer’s
master engraving Der heilige Hieronymus im Gehäus. Cutting into a surface makes marks
creating a pictorial image for printing. Hearing his words, I paused in wonder about writing as
making marks on a surface. I had obviously been looking at the image Dürer created with his
marks. I touched something more fundamental, more grounded as Rilke would say.
Once again I felt lost. The word graphic arose as did the tree that startled Rilke at the
beginning of Sonnets to Orpheus. The ancient Greek word from which our word graphic
developed is γραφ / graphé. Graphé was their name for both writing and drawing. In its
historical development graphé has retained its connection to drawing, that is, to making
images. One has to look elsewhere to nd the development of making marks on a surface
that is writing. Our English verb, to write, developed21 from:
Middle Low German wr ten to tear, to write,
Old High German r zan to scratch, to write,
Middle High German r zen to tear, to scratch, to write.
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The origin of the Germanic verb that became to write was to scratch. Dürer made his drawing
of Hieronymus in scratches on a copper plate. I scratch marks on to a 21st Century at surface
. We call these marks characters or letters. Our noun character developed from:
the Attic word χαρ ττειν charattein to make sharp, to cut into furrows, to engrave
and from
χ ραξ charax pointed stake.
Our noun and verb scribe most likely developed from the same Indo-European base as
Byzantine Greek σκ ριφος skariphos stylus, outline, sketch,
and perhaps also
Early Irish scrípaid scratches,
Lithuanian skriebti to draw, to cut,
Latvian skr pat to scratch, scribble, write down.
Our modern words draw and write developed long many paths from these old words. We are
not able, at this point, to recognize the separate paths taken –– as a Waldhütter recognizes
paths in the wood being cared for. Learning to recognize the separate paths lures us on.
Let’s start with the Attic word χαρ ττειν charattein –– to cut into furrows. Listen to Seamus
Heaney22 tell us about scratching, tearing, scribbling, cutting and the Irish scrípaid he makes
with a sharp stake.
Digging 1966
Between my nger and my thumb
The squat pen rests; snug as a gun.
Under my window, a clean rasping sound
When the spade sinks into gravelly ground:
My father, digging. I look down
Till his straining rump among the owerbeds
Bends low, comes up twenty years away
Stooping in rhythm through potato drills
Where he was digging.
The coarse boot nestled on the lug, the shaft
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Listen here: https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/47555/digging
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Against the inside knee was levered rmly.
He rooted out tall tops, buried the bright edge deep
To scatter new potatoes that we picked,
Loving their cool hardness in our hands.
By God, the old man could handle a spade.
Just like his old man.
My grandfather cut more turf in a day
Than any other man on Toner's bog.
Once I carried him milk in a bottle
Corked sloppily with paper. He straightened up
To drink it, then fell to right away
Nicking and slicing neatly, heaving sods
Over his shoulder, going down and down
For the good turf. Digging.
The cold smell of potato mould, the squelch and slap
Of soggy peat, the curt cuts of an edge
Through living roots awaken in my head.
But I've no spade to follow men like them.
Between my nger and my thumb
The squat pen rests.
I'll dig with it.
Oh! How Heaney and Rilke could handle a pen!
Both wait before making scratches as did Hieronymus. I have no pen nestled between nger
and thumb to follow them. Heaney heard sounds –– the clean rasping (of a spade he could
not handle) sink into gravelly ground. His words –– sound ... ground…down –– I hear as I did
words of Hölderlin and Rilke. I have heard Heraclitus’ words “Expect the Unexpected.” And
now I stop in deepest wonder at words heard –– “I make Marks.” Smells and sounds awaken in
Heaney’s head –– the cold smell of potato mould, the squelch and slap of soggy peat and the
curt cut of an edge through living roots. Heaney loved the cool hardness of new potatoes
picked, scattered by his father’s digging. My father walked to work, to a factory that provided
garden space for those who wanted it. He would pick things after work, for dinner. He felt the
cool hardness of new potatoes he just dug. The taste –– 30 minutes out of the ground. I was
12 years old. Thirty years later, standing in our small backyard garden, I suddenly knew, “I
want to grow potatoes!” We moved. For 25 years we picked heirloom potatoes, some23 from
Ireland. The taste of those freshly dug new potatoes awakened in me and was the actual
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origin of this odyssey. It was another eleven years before the taste of a wine added a second
step on that path. Only now. 50 more years later, do I recognize the intersecting of those
paths.
My Grandfather Taylor could handle a spade. By the time the taste of those those freshly dug
potatoes astonished me, he was no longer able to join his sons repairing fences on cold days.
The two of us would watch sports on a small black & white TV. One day he handed me a
pristine copy of McGuffey’s Sixth Eclectic Reader. I do not remember what he said but it was
clear he wanted me to have this book. I now wonder if he knew in his own way I would
become a writer, one who scratches marks on paper not completely different from his cutting
furrows in the earth with a spade’s bright edge, or a horse-drawn plow. These paths I have
rambled begin to be more and more recognized. Potatoes and turf / peat are dug to take
care of one’s family. I hear Hölderlin’s words24 again,
Voll Verdienst, doch dichterisch, wohnet
Der Mensch auf dieser Erde
.
Fully meritorious, yet humans dwell
Poetically on this earth.
Digging potatoes and turf earns one merit. If we dig deeper we nd the good turf, more
potatoes. The way to that deeper place began for me tasting those fresh newly dug potatoes.
Potato drills become tasting drills.

8. The Good Turf
The potatoes my father dug, the crops my grandfather plowed had an essential quality –– they
were consumed and gone. Farming is a never-ending task. They had to keep digging. We
who write have to keep digging too. We go deeper and deeper. The farmer builds, the old
word Buan / Bauen /build tells us, through growing food that sustains the dwelling of family
and neighbors. Humans dwell poetically Hölderlin tells us. Poetic dwelling, writing keeps
digging deeper and deeper in our search for understanding. We seek Earth, Rilke noted,
seeking to be grounded by that digging. Making scratches on a eld allows us to grow
grapes as well as potatoes –– learning eventually that the good grapes and good potatoes
grow best in different soils in different elds. Those who dwell, who remain in one place
discover the plants that prosper in each as a Waldhütter learns to recognize the paths in the
wood cared for, or the paths to the eld cultivated with scratches that sustain dwelling.
Poetic dwelling digs more deeply. Eric Auerbach analyzed two fundamental styles for
representing reality in western literature. Two styles of the earliest making scratches on a
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surface. That writing differs from helpful instructions for planting potatoes or digging peat. It
includes descriptions (script / scribbles) of recognition or of obeying divine commands. To
make such scratches one has to recognize, to grasp in the way one can the nature of reality.
And then one has to nd words to describe (with scratches) that reality. The moment one
grasps this task, its immensity, its seeming impossibility, gives us a new feeling of being lost ––
not knowing what way to turn, what path to take. Homeric poets, the poets of the Torah found
paths.
Seamus Heaney and Dürer’s Hieronymus hold different pens. Heaney’s pen rests in his hand
as does the pen of Hieronymus. In Heaney’s head smells and sounds awaken as he sits there
with his pen and hand –– waiting. We do not know what awakens in Hieronymus’ thoughts. His
halo suggests intensity of thinking. Plato connected the sun and the intellect –– the sun
illuminates the physical world as the World of Ideas is illuminated in the mind. Writers seek to
represent reality in words and image-makers like Dürer to represent reality in marks, scratches
on a surface. To nd my path to understand reality / Being I have to begin with what awakens
in my own head. When this writing project began I wrote about the taste and smell of wines
that awakened in me as questions for which I had no answer. This text ascends from the
experience of the deeply mysterious persistence in my thought of Dürer’s image. I began to
write about wine as an aesthetic question. The puzzling wine tastes were explored as works of
visual art or as music. I had the vague sense deeper questions were underneath those I asked.
We have now dug deeply enough to grasp that the fundamental nature of reality for humans,
the nature of the Being of humans. is dwelling. Staying in one place we build a house, a nest
where we can be at peace. The old word Gehäus meant a house, a hut before it meant a study
where we found Hieronymus with his pen nested in his hand. We also grasped that dwelling
in its fundamental meaning also includes tilling the soil and cultivating the vine –– cherishing
the soil whose gifts enable us to dwell. Digging in Hölderlin’s poem, Bread and Wine / Brod
und Wein we grasped that home is a safe place to open ourselves to mystery. The mysteries
we can now begin to dig more deeply into have been named the Questions of Being. At this
entrance to the Wood that lures this rambler farther the mysteries seem many and not
distinguishable from each other. And so I start digging into the thoughts that awaken in me.

9. Texture
A texture experienced several days ago remains with me. I make no effort to remember it. It
sleeps in me25 in its enigmatic presence. A 2010 Domaine Faury Saint Joseph Rouge “Vieilles
Vignes”, from old Syrah grape vines scratched into granitic earth in the Rhône Valley between
1937–76 is now ourishing. Opened for a special occasion I expected a wine at the top of its
class. I know this producer’s wines well and this vintage in previous bottles. This was the best
to date. Faury chooses to use demanding methods to produce ne wines. For example, they
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Heaney’s word awaken deserves our attention. It names coming to Presence. That Presence is
unexpected. It also has the quality of remembering, of coming from within. The smell of a
rotten potato is not forgotten even though sporadically encountered. It is recognized
whenever experienced again. The moments I now dig into are not of that kind. They come out
of a hiddenness, a deep concealment. We heard Heraclitus say in an earlier chapter that
Physis, the Being he focused upon, by nature, dwells in concealment. We recognize this
concealment, this absence only when it comes out of concealment. This happens occasionally
and as Heraclitus also recognized unexpectedly. I selected that Faury Saint Joseph precisely
because I wanted as good a wine as possible for the occasion. That was the result. But that
nest, mature Saint Joseph transcended to a Presence of unconcealment. I can only dig for
the words to be in my mouth where that texture was.
Heaney’s poem has 217 words. I have woven a text of over 9500. They have the texture of a
nest, a kind of house, a Gehäus. Being comes out of concealment into unconcealed Presence
in unexpected moments that touch us. And then it returns to dwelling in concealment.
You cannot step twice into the same river.
——————————————————————————
The image on the title page, After D¨ürer, was a collaboration between Mark Buzek, graphics
designer and digital specialist, and me. We graduated from the same high school a
generation apart.

Punching down with the foot (rather than a tool) the cap of skins, stems and seeds that forms at the surface of
fermenting red wine and submerging it during fermentation to extract color, tannins, avor and aromas from the
grape solids in a more gentle process.
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use pigeage à pied26 a different kind of digging from Heaney’s father and grandfather. They
also plant vines in steep terraced hillsides –– digging and cultivating by hand. The rst wine
described in Ch. 1 Expect the Unexpected, was handed to me by a merchant who cared as
much about ne wine as I did, saying “You don’t need to taste it, just smell it!” This Saint
Joseph had the bouquet and taste of a classic Northern Rhône immediately. Then ... the
entire experience awakened me into a completely different place. Bouquet and taste were
now entangled into a sensation that one normally experiences through one’s skin. The feel of
a piece of fabric in to one’s hand or of the ropes in Santiago’s ands in The Old Man and the
Sea. This experience was a harmonious singing of smell and taste present within touch.

